
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of senior lab technician. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior lab technician

Executes experiments / batch records and documents results using good
Documentation Practices
Collaborates with Formulation Scientists in design of process and
experiments
Develops understanding and assembly of weekly process schedule
assignments for DPD Facility
Orders and maintains chemical and consumables inventories
Responsible for equipment and facility cleaning / sanitizations
Partners with junior technicians and serves as a training resource
Develops and maintains effective relationships with lab support staff,
maintenance and calibration personnel in support of department operations
Under general guidance, coordinates equipment repair / preventative
maintenance / calibration activities with process schedule
Capability to troubleshoot and provide feedback for problem resolutions
Capable of supporting departmental objectives – Compliance, Environmental
Health and Safety, budget, capital and equipment ordering, procedural
directions

Qualifications for senior lab technician

We are seeking an exceptionally motivated scientist, who, in addition to
appropriate technical and scientific knowledge, will have excellent
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We are looking for someone with experience with basic molecular biology
and biochemistry techniques, DNA & RNA isolation, cloning, plasmid
preparation, Western blotting, tissue culture, gel electrophoresis, PCR, In
addition, knowledge of microbiological techniques bacterial isolation and
culture, or advanced experimental techniques next-generation sequencing,
FACS, ChIP-seq would be highly desirable and welcomed, as would be
experience with mouse models of cancer
Must be able to embrace shifting priorities and be adaptable to sudden
changes in workflow
Must have a high attention to detail, and be able to perform precise
micromanipulation of tooling
Must be able to demonstrate a focus on customer needs
Must be self-motivated with focus on quality, data integrity and productivity
being interested in continuous learning (training and coursework)


